## Past simple, the connector but

**We went to the beach, but we didn’t go swimming.**

**We played basketball, but we didn’t play football.**

## Past simple, the connectors

**I looked into the water, but I didn’t see the fish.**

**We went to a lake and we had a picnic there.**

**I went swimming because the water was warm.**

**We were hungry, so we went to a restaurant.**

## Past Simple, illnesses

**I felt awful yesterday.**

**I had a headache.**

**What was the matter?**

**I hurt my foot.**

---

### going to

- I’m **going to** play in the garden all day.
- It’s **not going to** be rainy on Tuesday.
- I’m **going to** cook pizza for dinner.
- It’s **not going to** be sunny on Wednesday.

### going to: questions and answers

**Are you going to** play lots of football in the holidays?  **Yes, I am.**

**Are you going to** help your dad in the garden?  **No, we don’t like gardening.**

**Did you go shopping?**  **Yes, I did.**

**Did you see the Statue of Liberty?**  **No, I didn’t.**

**When did you get home?**  **Yesterday.**

**Are you going to** play lots of football in the holidays?  **Yes, I am.**

**Are you going to** help your dad in the garden?  **No, we don’t like gardening.**

---
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